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ABSTRACT
The popularity of e-commerce platforms continues to grow. Being able to understand, model, and predict customer behaviour is essential for customizing the user experience through personalized result presentations, recommendations, and special offers. Previous work has considered a broad range of prediction models as well as features inferred from clickstream data to record session characteristics, and features inferred from user data to record customer characteristics. So far, most previous work in the area of purchase prediction has focused on known customers, largely ignoring anonymous sessions, i.e., sessions initiated by a non-logged-in or unrecognized customer. However, in the de-identified data from a large European e-commerce platform available to us, more than 50% of the sessions start as anonymous sessions.

In this paper, we focus on purchase prediction for both anonymous and identified sessions on an e-commerce platform. We start with a descriptive analysis of purchase vs. non-purchase sessions. This analysis informs the definition of a feature-based model for purchase prediction for anonymous sessions and identified sessions; our models consider a range of session-based features for anonymous sessions, such as the channel type, the number of visited pages, and the device type. For identified user sessions, our analysis points to customer history data as a valuable discriminator between purchase and non-purchase sessions. Based on our analysis, we build two types of predictors: (1) a predictor for anonymous sessions that can accurately predict purchase intent in anonymous sessions, beating a production-ready predictor by over 17.54% F1; and (2) a predictor for identified customers that uses session data as well as customer history and achieves an F1 of 96.20% on held-out data collected from a real-world retail platform. Finally, we discuss the broader practical implications of our findings.

ACM Reference Format:

1 INTRODUCTION
Information retrieval (IR) technology is at the heart of today’s e-commerce platforms, in the form of search engines, recommenders, and conversational assistants that connect users to the products they may be interested in [24]. To help improve the effectiveness of IR technology in an e-commerce context, the problem of analyzing, modeling, and, ultimately, predicting customers’ purchase intent has been studied extensively in academia and industry [1, 2, 18].

Purchase intent prediction. Here, purchase intent is defined as a predictive measure of subsequent purchasing behavior [21].

Figure 1: Customer journeys across sessions, with multiple interests and devices; the colors indicate different devices.

Figure 1 illustrates the complexities of customer behavior during a sequence of sessions, when multiple tasks, interests, and devices may play a role. Areas in the back of the figure are meant to signify different user journeys across time, purple for one that is focused on fridges, yellow for one that is focused on a birthday present. Colored rectangular blocks in the front indicate different devices used by the user. Initial exploration of a relatively expensive item (a fridge) starts on a smartphone and continues on a tablet, while the journey ends with a purchase of a fridge on a PC. The purchase of a fridge is interleaved with the purchase of a (lower-priced) birthday present, with initial exploration on a PC, followed by further exploration on a TV and PC, and, ultimately, a purchase on a PC.

Online search behavior that targets transactions has been analyzed at scale at least since the work by Broder [5], who identified a class of so-called transactional queries, where the user is seeking to reach a page with more interaction opportunities, e.g., to conduct a purchase, download or sign-up. In particular, factors influencing online purchases have been described as early as in 2002 [9], and work on predicting purchases goes back to at least the work of [3], where the task was to predict whether a given customer is going to purchase within a given session.

Challenges. Despite the many advances, purchase intent prediction still has many challenges [34]. In particular, previous work on purchase intent prediction has focused mostly on customers of an e-commerce platform who are identified or recognized by the platform. A diverse range of models has been considered, from traditional feature-based models such as boosted decision trees...
to sequence-based neural models such as RNNs. However, based on the analysis of de-identified data from an e-commerce website available to us, more than 50% of traffic comes from anonymous users. Purchase intent detection for anonymous users is particularly challenging because it cannot rely on historical information about the user on which many of the existing models rely.

**Features for purchase intent prediction.** In this paper, we focus on identifying signals that suggest purchase intent in an anonymous and identified setting. We do this by analyzing purchase vs. non-purchase sessions sampled from a large European e-commerce website and testing the features based on our observations on a production-ready model. We further test the obtained feature sets on five other classifiers to explore the generalizability of our findings. In particular, we include features derived from session-based data such as page dwell time and customer-specific data such as the number of days since the last purchase. Session-based features have the advantage that they are available both during sessions when a user is identified (i.e., the customer has logged-in or is recognized through cookies) and anonymous sessions (when the customer is not known). Customer-related features are only available during identified sessions. Interestingly, many of the features proposed previously [26] apply only to identified sessions: purchase intent prediction for anonymous sessions has been studied very little.

To fill this gap, we analyze a dataset of more than 95 million sessions, sampled from four weeks of anonymized user interaction data in a European e-commerce platform. We answer the following research questions:

**RQ1: How do purchase sessions differ from non-purchase sessions?** In Section 4 we compare purchase vs. non-purchase sessions in such aspects as session length, temporal variations, device and channel type, queries. Among others, we find out that purchase sessions tend to be longer than non-purchase ones, customers are more likely to purchase in the evening and during a weekday, and more likely to own more than 1 device.

**RQ2: What are the important session-based features that allow us to tell purchase sessions apart from non-purchase sessions? What are the important historical features that should inform predictors for identified sessions? How does the importance of features change across the session?** Based on the experiments described in Section 5, we conclude that historical features related to previous purchasing behavior are highly important for detecting purchases in the identified setting. For the anonymous setting, however, dynamic features related to page dwell time and sequence of pages are most important. Besides, the importance of dynamic features increases as the session continues, while the importance of static features decreases.

**RQ3: How effective are models used for purchase intent prediction for anonymous vs. identified sessions? Furthermore, to which degree do the proposed features help improve performance for anonymous sessions?** In Section 5, we show that in the anonymous setting, tree-based and neural classifiers demonstrate the best performance, and adding extra features to models improves $F_1$ by about 17%. In contrast, for identified setting all models demonstrate high performance and adding extra features do not provide a significant gain.

The principal contributions of our research are the following:

- We conduct an in-depth analysis of a real-world customer interaction dataset with more than 95 million sessions, sampled from a large European e-commerce platform. We identify session features such as device type and conversion rate, weekday, channel type, and features based on historic customer data such as number of previous orders and number of devices to distinguish between purchase and non-purchase sessions (see Section 4).
- We define two feature sets for purchase prediction, tailored towards anonymous sessions and identified sessions (see Section 5).
- We evaluate our proposed features by extending an existing production-ready model and run additional experiments with classifiers generally used for this task. We find $F_1$ improvements of up to 17% in purchase intent prediction for anonymous sessions and reach an $F_1$ of 96% for identified sessions on held-out data collected from a real-world retail platform (see Section 5).

## 2 BACKGROUND AND DEFINITIONS

In our study, we operate with the following definitions. A *session* is a sequence of requests made by a single end-user during a visit to a particular site. A session ends if the user is idle for more than 30 minutes. We define two types of sessions: *purchase sessions*, during which the customer buys an item, and *non-purchase sessions*, during which the customer does not buy anything. In connection to this, we define *purchasers* as customers who had at least one purchase session, whereas *non-purchasers* are customers who were identified but have never purchased anything. We furthermore distinguish between identified sessions, where a customer is logged in or recognized with a browser cookie, and anonymous sessions where this is not the case. Additionally, we denote the number of actions taken during a session as the *session length*, where an *action* corresponds to opening a new web page, submitting a search query, or adding/removing an item to/from the shopping basket.

**Device switch** is the act of changing the type of browsing device between two consecutive sessions that belong to the same journey. For instance, if a customer first explores the platform on a smartphone and afterward accesses the platform on a PC, she switches from a smartphone to a PC.

A *channel* indicates the way through which a customer enters the platform. For example, if the customer comes to the platform via an advertisement, she uses a paid channel.

The *conversion rate* denotes the fraction of visits during which a purchase was made [19]. We use this metric to compare device popularity in a purchasing context. We calculate the conversion rate by dividing the number of purchasing sessions by the overall number of sessions. In order to protect sensitive information, we only report standardized conversion rates for each device, since we are interested in differences across devices types, this suffices for our purposes.

The standardized conversion rate is computed by subtracting the mean conversion rate per device type from the desired conversion rate and dividing the result by the standard deviation of the device-specific conversion rate. For instance, if our device specific conversion rates are $Conversion Rates = \{0.5, 0.2, 0.3\}$, the mean of device-specific conversion rates is $Conversion Rate = 0.33$ and the standard deviation of conversion rates is $\sigma = 0.12$. Therefore, the resulting standardized conversion rates are $Standardized Conversion Rates = \{1.34, -1.07, -0.27\}$.
We explore customer behavior and, in particular, the difference in which the majority of the customers come; bots come mostly from TV. The table also lists the number of search queries; these are the (CET). We additionally recorded the price of every product the customers start sessions and issue queries during purchase sessions. Furthermore, we investigate the channels from which sessions, the temporal characteristics of sessions, and device in-

Dataset Statistics. Table 1 provides descriptive statistics of the resulting dataset. Overall, the dataset contains 95,757,177 sessions, out of which 54,144,152 (about 56.5%) are anonymous. In total, the dataset contains 9,663,509 identified users. We additionally keep track of the device types used for browsing and distinguish between five such device types: PC, smartphone, tablet, game console, and TV; bots often do not specify a device type.

First, we filter out sessions based on location, to only include entries from the European countries from which the majority of the customers come; bots come mostly from non-European IPs, especially North-America. Second, we specify the set of device types we are interested in and remove all the entries from other devices, leaving us with PC, Smartphone, Tablet, Game Console, and TV; bots often do not specify a device type.

To filter out bot traffic, we apply several measures related to location and device type [4]. First, we filter out sessions based on location, to only include entries from the European countries from which the majority of the customers come; bots come mostly from non-European IPs, especially North-America. Second, we specify the set of device types we are interested in and remove all the entries from other devices, leaving us with PC, Smartphone, Tablet, Game Console, and TV; bots often do not specify a device type.

3 DATASET DESCRIPTION
In this section, we describe how we extract a dataset consisting of anonymized user interaction data from the search logs of an e-commerce platform, and summarize dataset statistics.

Data Collection. Our dataset comprises four weeks (28 days) of anonymized visits sampled from a European e-commerce platform in October 2019. The original sample of the log entries includes a unique non-personal customer identifier (for identified users), the type of browsing device used during the session, as well as a timestamp for every query, and a URL of each clicked page. We convert all the timestamps to the Central European Time Zone (CET). We additionally recorded the price of every product the customers have seen and the prices of the items they ended up buying. In cases where a customer starts a session without logging in and ends up logging in at a later point in the session, we assign the session to the customer.

To filter out bot traffic, we apply several measures related to location and device type [4]. First, we filter out sessions based on location, to only include entries from the European countries from which the majority of the customers come; bots come mostly from non-European IPs, especially North-America. Second, we specify the set of device types we are interested in and remove all the entries from other devices, leaving us with PC, Smartphone, Tablet, Game Console, and TV; bots often do not specify a device type.

Dataset Statistics. Table 1 provides descriptive statistics of the resulting dataset. Overall, the dataset contains 95,757,177 sessions, out of which 54,144,152 (about 56.5%) are anonymous. In total, the dataset contains 9,663,509 identified users. We additionally keep track of the device types used for browsing and distinguish between five such device types: PC, smartphone, tablet, game console, and TV. The table also lists the number of search queries; these are the queries submitted during the sessions captured in the log.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sessions</td>
<td>94,402,590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anonymous</td>
<td>55,305,709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logged-in or recognized customers</td>
<td>39,096,881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logged-in or recognized customers</td>
<td>6,125,781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queries</td>
<td>31,185,176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device types</td>
<td>PC, Smartphone, Tablet, Game Console, TV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 CHARACTERIZING PURCHASE INTENT
We explore customer behavior and, in particular, the difference in the behavior of purchasing and non-purchasing users. These explorations aim to identify characteristics that may help us improve the effectiveness of purchase intent predictors. We analyze several aspects of sessions, such as the length of purchase and non-purchase sessions, the temporal characteristics of sessions, and device information. Furthermore, we investigate the channels from which customers start sessions and issue queries during purchase sessions and non-purchase sessions.

4.1 Session Length
First, we examine the overall session length for purchase sessions and non-purchase sessions. Figure 2 plots the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of the session lengths of purchase sessions and non-purchase sessions per device type.

As can be seen in the area between the P50 and P90 percentiles in Figure 2, purchase sessions are in general longer than non-purchase sessions. Moreover, the purchase session length per device varies less than the non-purchase session length per device. It can be explained by the fact that non-purchase sessions can be both very short or rather long, depending on the underlying user intents. For instance, a user could quickly look something up or spend some time exploring the catalog. On the other hand, in the case of purchase sessions, user intentions are less ambiguous. Usually, users look for a specific product that they have in mind and, upon finding it, proceed to purchase.

From a device perspective, the shortest sessions take place on smartphones, whereas sessions on tablets are generally longer. The longest sessions occur on the PC, TV, and game console. This finding holds for both purchase sessions and non-purchase sessions. However, in the tail of the distributions, the distinction between purchase session length and non-purchase session length is not as clear as between the P50 and P90 percentiles. The non-purchase session length distribution on the PC has an exceptionally long tail. Overall, we can attribute these findings to the fact that smartphones have a smaller screen and are therefore less convenient for longer sessions. Tablet screens are bigger than smartphone screens; hence, the sessions can last longer. The PC screen is the biggest one, and therefore PC users exhibit event longer sessions.

4.2 Temporal Variations
Next, we look into the temporal characteristics of purchase sessions and non-purchase sessions, such as their distribution across days of the week and the sessions’ starting hours.

First, we want to understand customer activity during the days of the week. Figure 3 shows how the number of purchase and non-purchase sessions varies across days of the week. The three most popular days for purchase sessions are Thursday, Tuesday, and Wednesday. In total, the purchase sessions of these three days amount to 48.55% of all purchase sessions. On the other hand, the least popular purchase days are Sunday, Saturday, Monday, and
which a session starts. As mentioned in Section 3, all the hours are represented in CET. Figure 4 shows how purchase sessions and non-purchase sessions spread across the hours of the day.

As expected, the least active hours are in the early morning, in the period from 1 am to 3 am. That can be explained by the fact that most people sleep during the night. (Note that the majority of the e-commerce platform customers come from Europe; hence, time does not vary that much.) Moreover, the activity on the platform during the period from 10 am till 5 pm is stable both for purchase and non-purchase sessions, whereas the most active hours are in the evening, i.e., from 6 pm till 8 pm. In general, our observations correspond to the established rhythm of the daily life of the majority of people, who sleep during the night, browse e-commerce platforms both during work hours and in the evening after work.

4.3 Channel Types

Next, we look at whether channel types distributions change across purchase and non-purchase sessions. We define the following channel types: direct where a user enters the platform directly; paid where a user enters the platform through search engine advertisement, and organic where a user enters the platform through a web search engine and unpaid results. Table 2 displays the channel distribution across purchase and non-purchase sessions.

Table 2: Channel types for purchase and non-purchase sessions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Purchase (%)</th>
<th>Non-purchase (%)</th>
<th>Stand conv. rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>71.07</td>
<td>77.30</td>
<td>-0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paid</td>
<td>16.74</td>
<td>12.92</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organic</td>
<td>11.78</td>
<td>7.83</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>-1.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both for purchase and non-purchase sessions, the direct channel is the most used channel to enter the platform. However, for purchase sessions, the percentage of sessions which start with the direct channel is 8.06% less than the fraction of non-purchase sessions, which started with the direct channel. The second most popular channel for purchase and non-purchase sessions is a paid channel. However, in the case of this channel, the fraction of purchase sessions is 12.92% bigger than the corresponding channel type fraction for non-purchase sessions. The organic channel is the third channel in terms of popularity for both session groups. The organic channel fraction for purchase sessions is 50.40% bigger for purchase sessions when compared with non-purchase sessions.

Overall, during purchase sessions, users are more likely to enter the platform through paid or organic channels, whereas for non-purchase sessions the direct channel is more common. It can be explained by the fact that purchasers decide to converge after being offered an advertisement or a search result that matches their preference.
interest, whereas non-purchasers may enter the platform directly to explore the catalog.

4.4 Devices

In this subsection, we investigate purchase intent from the perspective of device types. In particular, we look at the device types used by purchasers and non-purchasers and analyze device switches.

4.4.1 Device type. First, we want to understand how many users are using multiple devices and which devices customers use for purchase and non-purchase sessions.

Table 4: Purchase and non-purchase sessions per device type and standardized conversion rates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Purchase sessions (%)</th>
<th>Non-purchase sessions (%)</th>
<th>Stand. conv. rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Smartphone</td>
<td>47.00</td>
<td>58.09</td>
<td>-0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td>44.97</td>
<td>34.40</td>
<td>1.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tablet</td>
<td>8.03</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Game Console</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>-0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>-1.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Next, we examine the distributions of purchase and non-purchase sessions across device types and device-specific standardized conversion rates; see Table 4. The PC is the device with the highest conversion rate. Indeed, the fraction of purchase sessions is 30.7% bigger than the fraction of non-purchase sessions. The device with the second-highest conversion rate is a tablet. For this device, purchase sessions are 7.12% more frequent than non-purchase sessions. The Smartphone is the device with the second-lowest conversion rate. For this device, the number of purchase sessions is 19.10% less frequent than the number of non-purchase sessions.

Game consoles and TVs are relatively new devices in e-commerce; hence, sessions with these devices are relatively less frequent. Nevertheless, based on our observations, we find that the game console is a device with the third-highest conversion rate. Interestingly, its conversion rate is close to that of the smartphone. It can be explained by the fact that device functionalities of smartphones and tablets in e-commerce context blur due to the similarity of their interfaces and screen sized. The number of purchase sessions on a game console is 15.47% less than the number of non-purchase sessions. The TV is the least common device, with the lowest conversion rate. The number of purchase sessions on this device is 34.01 less than the number of non-purchase sessions.

We can explain our findings by the fact that customers use different devices for different purposes. For example, PCs and tablets seem to be used for the purchase, whereas smartphones, game consoles, and TVs for exploration.

4.4.2 Device switches. Next, we analyze how users switch between devices before a purchase session.

Figure 5: Device transition probability before a purchase session, including self-transitions. The thickness of an arrow indicates the connection strength; the dashed line is the weakest connection.

Figure 5 shows device transition probability, including self-transitions. Generally, the situation when a user remains on the same device is the most likely outcome for all devices, except TV. There, the self-transition probability is lower than the probability of switching from TV to PC, a device with the highest self-transition probability. A probability of remaining on a smartphone is 5.03% lower than a self-transition probability for PC, whereas a probability to remain on a tablet is 17.28% lower than the probability to remain on PC. The game console has the second-lowest self-transition probability.

Next, we consider connections between two different devices. We characterize those interconnections based on how likely a user is to switch from one device to another one and vice versa.

Strong interconnections. Some pairs of devices have high probability interconnections. The strongest connection is between a smartphone and a PC, the two most popular devices. The second strongest connection is between PC and tablet. There is a bigger discrepancy between probability rates, with the probability of switching to PC being 656.86% higher than of switching to tablet. The third strongest interconnection is between a smartphone and a tablet with a stronger connection switch to a smartphone, a more popular device. The probability of switching to a smartphone is 399.17% higher than switching to a tablet. Overall, the three interconnections form a triangle that includes the three most popular
We look at the number of queries in purchase and non-purchase when a game console is a target device. Unlike the situation with whereas a probability to switch to a tablet or game console is between TV and PC. The probability of switching from TV to PC is 43.75%, the highest transition probability for TV, and the highest probability to transition to another device. We explain this by the fact that PC is one of the most popular devices for purchase. The second most likely device people switch to from TV is a smartphone, whereas a probability to switch to a tablet or game console is 6.25%.

Another device with a significant number of one-sided interconnections is the game console. Apart from the connection with TV discussed above, the device also has this connection type with smartphone and PC. The transition probability is close to zero when a game console is a target device. Unlike the situation with TV, came console has a higher probability of switching to a smartphone, whereas the probability of switching to PC is 1.75% less.

In general, all one-sided interconnection cases include switching from a less common device type such as game console or TV to a more conventional device, such as PC, smartphone, or tablet.

Weak interconnections. In some cases, the switch between two devices rarely happens, i.e., the transition probability is close to zero. As can be seen in Figure 5, there is only one case of this type. It is a connection between a game console and a tablet.

Overall, the analysis of device switches before a purchase session supports the conclusion that users tend to switch from less popular devices such as TV and game console to more popular ones such as PC, smartphone, and tablet.

4.5 Queries

The next aspect of purchase intent that we examine is queries. We look at the number of queries in purchase and non-purchase sessions and per device type. In total, the dataset contains 31,185,176 queries, 1,302,195 or 4.17% of which are unique. Given the number of sessions in the dataset, we can conclude that queries are infrequent.

Table 5: Queries per session for purchase and non-purchase sessions, the ranking is somewhat consistent for both groups. During purchase sessions, most queries are issued on a smartphone, whereas during non-purchase sessions PC prevails. On the other hand, PC is the second most popular device for purchase sessions, whereas for non-purchase sessions smartphone takes the second place. Tablet is third for both groups. In general, the query distribution across devices correlates with the session distribution across devices (see Table 4).

Table 6: Unique query counts for purchase and non-purchase sessions per device type. The percentage is computed w.r.t. total number of queries per purchase or non-purchase session.

Table 5 shows the query per session frequencies across five devices for both purchase and non-purchase sessions. Besides, it also demonstrates which devices are most popular for querying during purchase and non-purchase sessions. Overall, queries are more common in purchase sessions. This can be explained by the fact that querying is more likely to happen when customers are determined to buy something.

Naturally, queries are most common for smartphones, PCs and tablets, and uncommon for game consoles and TVs. Indeed, the current interface of game console and TV makes it difficult to type queries, especially when compared to a PC or a smartphone.

The PC has the highest query per session frequency for non-purchase sessions and second-highest frequency for purchase sessions. A smartphone has the second-highest query per session frequency for non-purchase sessions and the highest query frequency per non-purchase session. Tablet, on the contrary, has the third-highest frequency for non-purchase sessions and the highest frequency for purchase sessions.

When it comes to query distributions per device for purchase and non-purchase sessions, the ranking is somewhat consistent for both groups. During purchase sessions, most queries are issued on a smartphone, whereas during non-purchase sessions PC prevails. On the other hand, PC is the second most popular device for purchase sessions, whereas for non-purchase sessions smartphone takes the second place. Tablet is third for both groups. In general, the query distribution across devices correlates with the session distribution across devices (see Table 4).

Table 6: Unique query counts for purchase and non-purchase sessions per device type. The percentage is computed w.r.t. total number of queries per purchase or non-purchase session.

Table 5 shows the query per session frequencies across five devices for both purchase and non-purchase sessions. Besides, it also demonstrates which devices are most popular for querying during purchase and non-purchase sessions. Overall, queries are more common in purchase sessions. This can be explained by the fact that querying is more likely to happen when customers are determined to buy something.

Naturally, queries are most common for smartphones, PCs and tablets, and uncommon for game consoles and TVs. Indeed, the current interface of game console and TV makes it difficult to type queries, especially when compared to a PC or a smartphone.

The PC has the highest query per session frequency for non-purchase sessions and second-highest frequency for purchase sessions. A smartphone has the second-highest query per session frequency for non-purchase sessions and the highest query frequency per non-purchase session. Tablet, on the contrary, has the third-highest frequency for non-purchase sessions and the highest frequency for purchase sessions.

When it comes to query distributions per device for purchase and non-purchase sessions, the ranking is somewhat consistent for both groups. During purchase sessions, most queries are issued on a smartphone, whereas during non-purchase sessions PC prevails. On the other hand, PC is the second most popular device for purchase sessions, whereas for non-purchase sessions smartphone takes the second place. Tablet is third for both groups. In general, the query distribution across devices correlates with the session distribution across devices (see Table 4).

Table 6: Unique query counts for purchase and non-purchase sessions per device type. The percentage is computed w.r.t. total number of queries per purchase or non-purchase session.

Table 5 shows the query per session frequencies across five devices for both purchase and non-purchase sessions. Besides, it also demonstrates which devices are most popular for querying during purchase and non-purchase sessions. Overall, queries are more common in purchase sessions. This can be explained by the fact that querying is more likely to happen when customers are determined to buy something.

Naturally, queries are most common for smartphones, PCs and tablets, and uncommon for game consoles and TVs. Indeed, the current interface of game console and TV makes it difficult to type queries, especially when compared to a PC or a smartphone.

The PC has the highest query per session frequency for non-purchase sessions and second-highest frequency for purchase sessions. A smartphone has the second-highest query per session frequency for non-purchase sessions and the highest query frequency per non-purchase session. Tablet, on the contrary, has the third-highest frequency for non-purchase sessions and the highest frequency for purchase sessions.

When it comes to query distributions per device for purchase and non-purchase sessions, the ranking is somewhat consistent for both groups. During purchase sessions, most queries are issued on a smartphone, whereas during non-purchase sessions PC prevails. On the other hand, PC is the second most popular device for purchase sessions, whereas for non-purchase sessions smartphone takes the second place. Tablet is third for both groups. In general, the query distribution across devices correlates with the session distribution across devices (see Table 4).

Table 6: Unique query counts for purchase and non-purchase sessions per device type. The percentage is computed w.r.t. total number of queries per purchase or non-purchase session.

Table 7: Queries per session for purchase and non-purchase sessions, the ranking is somewhat consistent for both groups. During purchase sessions, most queries are issued on a smartphone, whereas during non-purchase sessions PC prevails. On the other hand, PC is the second most popular device for purchase sessions, whereas for non-purchase sessions smartphone takes the second place. Tablet is third for both groups. In general, the query distribution across devices correlates with the session distribution across devices (see Table 4).

4.6 Purchase Intent Characteristics

What have we learned from the log analysis conducted in this section that might help us to devise better models for purchase intent prediction? We found out that purchase sessions tend to be longer what suggests that session length is an essential indicator of purchase intent. Besides, the difference in session length depends on the type of device customer use. Moreover, we discovered how
the day of week and hour of the day influence purchase behavior. In particular, customers are more likely to buy during the week-days and in the evening. From the perspective of channels, there is a difference, too. In particular, for non-purchase sessions, the direct channel is more common, whereas purchase sessions are more likely to start with paid or organic channels. From the device perspective, we found out that multi-device users are more common among purchasers. Besides, we figured the probability of purchase for every device and characterized transitions between devices. After looking into queries in the dataset, we discovered that during purchase sessions, users issue more queries per session. Besides, during purchase session, there are less unique queries.

5 PREDICTING PURCHASE INTENT

Next, we turn to predict purchase intent when a user is anonymous ("anonymous setting") and when a user is logged-in or recognized ("identified setting"). The goal of our experiments is to evaluate how the features which we discovered during dataset exploration influence purchase predictor performance in both settings. To accomplish this, we derive a feature set for each setting, and evaluate the features by adding them to an existing production-ready model, based on a Random Forest. To showcase the generalizability of our findings, we additionally test the impact of our features on five additional popular classifiers. To investigate how the models’ ability to predict purchase evolves throughout a session, we evaluate all models on 11 session steps (corresponding to the visits of 10 pages). We are interested in longer sessions because the outcome of such sessions is more difficult to predict. As we do not want to evaluate the model’s performance on the very last step, (where the outcome is clear), we set up a buffer of 2 pages. Therefore, we filter out all the sessions which are shorter than 12 pages. We conclude the section by analyzing the features which contributed most to the model performance in both the anonymous and the identified setting, and explore how dynamic and static feature importance change as the session continues.

5.1 Experimental Setup

In this section, we discuss the feature sets which we use in the experiments for the anonymous and identified setting, the models on which we test the features, and the evaluation setup.

Feature sets. We start by designing a set of features for purchase prediction in identified and anonymous user settings. Since our initial analysis demonstrated that about 56% of all sessions are anonymous (see Table 1), it is worth to pay special attention to this category. Based on the findings obtained thus far and on an analysis of best-performing features available in the literature [13, 17, 22, 26], we compile a feature set presented in the Table 7.

We categorize features into two classes: session features and customer history features. We derive session features from the information of the given session and base customer history features on the information from previous sessions of the given customer.

Since we run experiments in the anonymous and the identified setting, we use different feature sets for each setting. In the anonymous setting, the information about the customer is not available and, therefore, we can only use session features. On the other hand, when a customer is identified, we can use both session and customer history features. The feature set contains both static and dynamic features. Dynamic features can change throughout the session, whereas static features remain constant.

Models. Next, we select models on which we evaluate the features discovered during the dataset analysis. As our primary model, we use a production-ready classifier. This is a random forest (RF) with a baseline feature set as described in Table 7. Additionally, to showcase the general utility of our feature set, we experiment on additional models. After reviewing previous work in the domain of purchase prediction (see Section 6), we choose the following models for our experiments: logistic regression (LR), K-nearest neighbors (KNN), support vector machines (SVM), neural classifier, and gradient boosted decision tree (GBDT). Each model is trained on the baseline and extended feature set in both settings.

Prediction setup. Since we want to explore how models’ performances change across sessions, we select points of a session for which we predict the probability of purchase.

We define a point by the number of pages opened in the session up until the point of prediction. Overall, we select 11 points of measurement. The first point is at the very beginning of the session when the user did not open any pages yet. At this point, the classifier makes a prediction based solely on static features. The following point of measurement is right after the user opened the first page. The subsequent nine points happen after the next nine pages. To make the prediction possible and to ensure that we do not predict for the very last session page, we filter out sessions with fewer than 12 pages, with 2 pages as a buffer. The buffer is there to avoid the situation when the model predicts at the very end of a session when the outcome is clear. Therefore, we filter out all the sessions which are less than 12 pages long. For example, in step 2 we only have a session with at least 12 actions, which is a hard setting.

Evaluation setup. For both settings, we evaluate model performance with 10-fold cross-validation. To account for class imbalance, we set class weights to be inversely proportional to class frequencies and use F1 score as a primary evaluation metric.

| Table 7: Complete feature set. "Dynamic" indicates that a feature may change during a session. |
|-----------------------------------|----------------|----------------|
| Feature                          | Dynamic | Baseline |
| current page dwell time, mean    | ✓       | ✓       |
| current page dwell time, $\sigma$ | ✓       | ✓       |
| page sequence score              | ✓       | ✓       |
| number of pages                  | ✓       | ✓       |
| channel type                     |          |          |
| start hour                       |          |          |
| week day                         |          |          |
| device type                      |          |          |
| device conversion rate           |          |          |
| number of orders                 |          | ✓       |
| days since last purchase         |          |          |
| number of sessions               |          |          |
| number of devices                |          |          |
| device sequence score            |          |          |
| switch probability               |          |          |

CRITICAL: The table above is presented in a markdown format. It contains a summary of the feature set used in the experiments. The feature set is divided into two categories: session features and customer history features. The table lists the features and indicates whether they change dynamically (marked with "Dynamic") or remain constant (marked with "Baseline").
5.2 Prediction for Anonymous Users

First, we evaluate how the added features influence model performance in the anonymous setting, where the user is not known.

**Setup.** For the anonymous setting, we sampled 22,982 sessions. We use the data to create a feature set for the baseline model and our model. In the anonymous setting, there is no available information about customer history, therefore, we only use session features (see Table 7). As can be seen from the table, the baseline feature set comprises four dynamic features, whereas the extended feature set offers five extra features. Since we predict purchase for different points in the session, we compute all dynamic features for a particular session point on which we evaluate. For each session point, we train the baseline and extended model on the obtained feature sets.

**Results.** The results in Figure 7 show that the additional features boost model performance across all session steps. The performance boost is especially significant at step 0 when a customer has not opened any pages yet. In general, tree-based models (RF and GBDT) and the neural classifier demonstrate the highest scores across all steps. The models are followed by SVM, LR, and KNN classifiers.

The performance of all the models with the baseline feature set improved on step 1. The gain can be explained by the introduction of dynamic session features (step 0 means that the user did not open any pages yet, hence, no dynamic session features). Conversely, for models with the extended feature set, the introduction of dynamic features on step 1 does not significantly increase the performance. After step 1, models' performances reach a plateau.

5.3 Prediction of Identified Users

Second, we test models’ performances with baseline and extended feature sets in identified setting, when the user is known.

**Setup.** For the identified setting, we sampled 6,319 sessions. The feature set for this setting includes session and customer history features (see Table 7). During our experiments, we found out that information about the previous session device (such as device type and conversion rate) decrease model performance, so we excluded those features from the training and evaluation sets. This can be explained by the fact that the information about what kind of device users previously used and what was the probability of purchase on that device is not relevant for predicting purchase on the current device. In analogy with the anonymous setting, we prepare feature sets for each of the eleven session points and train and evaluate the models with the baseline and extended feature sets.

**Results.** Figure 7 shows the performance of the models. Overall, the performance of all models for both baseline and extended feature sets and across all steps stays around 96%. The only exception is the K-nearest neighbors classifier where adding extra features on step 0 increases the model’s performance by 6.74%. On step 1, however, the gain from the extended feature set is not present. This can be explained by the introduction of the dynamic session features.

5.4 Feature Importance Analysis

The experimental results raise a natural question that is ‘Which features contribute most to model performance in both settings?’ To answer this question, we look at the feature importance scores of a production-ready classifier which shows one of the best performances in both settings, random forest.

Figure 6 (top) demonstrates that in anonymous setting, day of the week is the feature with the highest importance. It is followed by three dynamic features (standard deviation and mean of page dwell time, and Markov page sequence score), and four static features (starting hour, channel type, device type and conversion rate).

Figure 6 (center) shows that in the identified user setting, number of previous orders, and number of days since last order are the features with the highest relative importance. Both features describe user historical purchasing behavior what can explain their high relative importance. The features are followed by three dynamic features (standard deviation and mean of page dwelling time, and Markov page sequence score), which also have relatively high importance in the anonymous setting. The high relative importance of the dynamic session features (standard deviation and mean of page dwelling time, and Markov page sequence score) in both settings explain the gain all models with baseline feature set got on step 1 in the anonymous setting (see Figure 7).

Next, we determine how static feature importance changes across
sessions. We consider the importance in the anonymous setting because the introduction of dynamic features in this setting showed an improvement. Figure 6 (bottom) shows that static session feature importance decreases as the session evolves, which entails that the importance of dynamic features increases. On step 0 the cumulative importance of static features is 100% because there are no dynamic features introduced. However, from step 1 the relative importance starts to drop. The figure supports the hypothesis that as the session progresses dynamic features become more important.

6 RELATED WORK

E-commerce user purchase behavior analysis. Research on understanding online users’ purchasing behavior has been ongoing since the very beginning of e-commerce [2]. Studies have investigated user motivation [2], factors that influence e-commerce adoption [23], as well as purchasing behavior [6, 14], with a focus on perceived security [9, 25], the decision-making process [27], and user purchasing profiles [12, 32]. Besides, there has also been work on user behavior on content discovery platforms and its relationship to subsequent purchases [18] as well as work dedicated to the identification of a taxonomy of product search intents and the prediction of user satisfaction [29].

Unlike previous work, our study focuses on the exploration of user purchasing behavior by comparing purchase vs. non-purchase sessions. Besides, we analyze the data from the perspective of device types, and explore aspects such as session length, price of the seen products from the perspective of different devices. On top of that, we also look into the way customer switches between devices.

Purchase prediction in e-commerce. The problem of e-commerce user behavior modeling has been studied from various angles, such as building multiple classifiers based on genetic algorithms [15], mining purchase patterns with association rules and using those patterns for purchase prediction [31]. Research has been focused on creating models robust to noise in session data [1], and using a recurrent neural network to predict customer behavior [16]. Sismeiro and Bucklin [28] predict purchasing task completion for a given user who completed at least one task earlier, whereas Cheng et al. [7] explore user behavior on a content discovery platform to determine intent specificity and time in the future when a purchase is estimated to take place. Some work in the field focuses on using queries for purchasing behavior modeling. For instance, Dai et al. [8] predict purchase based on input query. Besides using general session data, there has been work that incorporates demographic data and perceived attributes [36], scrolling and mouse movements [11], payment data [39], log-trace data [33], and phone touch actions [10]. There has been work on analyzing behavioral patterns and the exploration of different model architectures. In particular, support vector machines, K-nearest neighbor approach, random forest, and logistic regression were used [17, 22, 30].

Unlike previous work in this domain, our study focuses on purchase prediction with two types of users, identified and anonymous. Therefore, we develop two models, run them in two settings, and evaluate their results. The possibility to experiment with identified users also allows us to leverage information from previous user sessions, such as user purchasing history and the number of devices a user owns. In contrast, anonymous users contribute to a higher share of traffic, which makes it important to understand their behavior too. Additionally, we explore how the relevance of dynamic and static features changes as a session progresses.

7 DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have carried out an analysis of user purchase intent in e-commerce. We have analyzed four weeks of session logs from a European e-commerce platform to identify signals in user behavior that can imply purchase intent. We have considered aspects such as session length, day of the week, and session start hour, as well as information about device, channel, and queries.

In the second part of our study, we have analyzed the relevance of the discovered signals by running a series of experiments aimed at purchase intent prediction in the anonymous and identified settings.

We tested the features on random forest, the model which fits production requirements. Additionally, we tested the features on five other models. The experiments demonstrated the value of the features that we engineered based on our insights into the data. We explored which features contribute to performance improvement.

One of the implications of our study is enhanced understanding of purchasing user behavior in e-commerce. Understanding the behavior is the first step towards modeling it, as we demonstrated in the second part of the paper. Modeling user behavior can contribute towards reducing friction in the customer journey and, therefore, to better customer experience. Besides, we explored the topic of detecting the purchase intent of anonymous users. We showed that, while anonymous users contribute to more than half of the traffic, their user intent is harder to detect because all the predictions have to be made without knowledge about the prior behavior.

Our research has several limitations; one of them is limited generalizability. Even though the data we use in our study comes from a dominant e-commerce platform, it is still only one platform. Hence, it would be interesting to verify the findings against other e-commerce platforms and explore the differences. Moreover, we sampled four weeks of data, thereby introducing a sample bias that could make our findings sensitive to unknown temporal or seasonal patterns. Therefore, it would be interesting to explore if expanding our dataset will lead to new insights. For example, if we had several months of data, we could explore how user purchase intent changes across different months or seasons. Furthermore, we evaluated our purchase intent prediction models in an offline setting. The next logical step is to evaluate them in an online setting.

Future research on the topic includes several directions. First, there is an opportunity to continue research into general purchase behavior analysis and modeling in e-commerce. It would be interesting to explore more aspects of purchasing behavior and try out more models. Another direction for further research concerns predicting purchase intent for anonymous users. Another exciting direction for further research includes modeling device-specific purchase behavior. It can include both relatively common devices such as PC, smartphone, and tablet, and relatively less popular and studied devices such as TV or game console.

8 REPRODUCIBILITY

All plots for our paper, as well as the code to regenerate them, can be found in our Git repository:
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